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Regards

Daniel size

Good day sir/madam

I'm looking for an all rounder handyman job ...but I specifically specify in tiling...below are some

positive points on tiling

Cut tiles and shape them properly to ensure they fit around obstacles and in tight corners and odd

spaces using power and hand tools

Form tile beds using concrete, plaster, mastic, cement, glue or mortar utilizing tools such as

screeds, brushes and trowels

Align tiles and straighten them with straightedges, levels and squares to ensure patterns are even

and precise

Cut, install, polish and surface granite and marble and ensure accuracy during the installation

process for lasting results

Prepare various surfaces for tiling with waterproofing material or lath and by cleaning the surfaces

properly

Create decorative wall and floor designs by laying and setting mosaic tiles in kitchens, bathrooms

and living rooms

Tap tiles into place carefully using tools to properly adhere tiles to the base, making sure not to

break or damage tiles

Follow blueprints precisely and mark and measure surfaces that need to be tiled to determine how

to go about jobs

Willingness to complete on-the-job training

Ability to lift heavy materials and equipment

Outstanding attention to detail

Excellent customer service skills

Preferred

Previous experience setting tiles

Carpentry and renovation experience

Contacts and general information about me

Day of birth 1976-11-01 (47 years old)

Gender Male

Telephone number Information is available only for registered users.
Sign in

Email address Information is available only for registered users.
Sign in

Work experience

Working period nuo 2016.11 iki 2020.07

Company name Premier precision properties

You were working at: Carpenters

Occupation Maintenance supervisor

What you did at this job position? Drywall installer/ suspended ceilings

Education

Educational period nuo 1994.01 iki 1997.12

Degree Grade 10

Educational institution Chatty senior secondary school

Educational qualification Grade 10

I could work With and about any power tool

Languages

Language Speaking level Understanding level Writing level

Afrikaans very good very good very good

Computer knowledge

None

Conferences, seminars

None

Recommendations
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Contact person Brett hurn

Occupation General manager

Company Premier precision properties

Telephone number 0832799225

Email address bhurn@premprom.co.za

Additional information

Your hobbies Swimming,movies,rugby,soccer,outdoors,adventures

Driver licenses None

Salary you wish 9000 R per month

How much do you earn now 9000 R per month
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